**RAINS ARE AIDING THE RUSSIANS NEAR RIGA**

Great Success Claimed for the Czar’s Forces in Galicia

**INVADERS OF SERBIA MAKE NO ADVANCE—BRITISH SUBS ATTACKED A GERMAN SQUADRON IN THE BALTIC**

**PICAYUNISH PERSECUTION OF PROHIBITIONISTS**

**ATTOMENTS OF THE WETS TO MAKE A GRANDSTAND PLAY AT ORLANDO**

**BRITAIN'S NEW WAR BOARD**

**If Marion Expects Its Fair to Excel that of Alachua**

**SUNK BY TWO SUBS**

**CYCLONE SWEPT KANSAS CITY**

**STORM PREVAILED IN NEIGHBORING STATES**

**DOZENS OF LIVES LOST AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF PROPERTY DESTROYED**
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**EIGHT BOATS WERE LAUNCHED BY THE CREW OF THE STRICKEN ANCONA**

**American Citizen on the Ancon**

*Survivors of the Unlucky Steamer Continue to arrive at Naples Point* (Associated Press)